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k:
Dear Mr.. Kirkpatrick
The
T Electric Associations
A
s1 respectfullly submit thhese commeents in response to the N
Notice
2
of Propo
osed Rulemaaking re Traade Optionss (the “Tradde Option N
NOPR”), ppublished byy the
Commod
dity Futures Trading Com
mmission (th
he “Commisssion” or “C
CFTC”), andd the amendm
ments
to Comm
mission Rule 32.4 (the “P
Proposed Ru
ule Amendm
ments”) thereein. The Elecctric Associaations
appreciatte the Comm
mission’s effforts to addrress commerrcial end user concerns, and supporrt the
Commisssion’s propo
osal to deletee Form TO,, and the othher Proposedd Rule Ameendments ass they
will redu
uce regulatorry burdens fo
or all commeercial end-ussers, includiing the Electtric Associattions’
non-swap
p dealer/majjor swap parrticipant (“n
non-SD/MSP
P”) memberrs and their commercial enduser coun
nterparties to
o commodity
y trade optio
ons.
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The Am
merican Public Power Associiation (“APPA
A”), the Edisonn Electric Insttitute (“EEI”),, the Electric Power
Supply Asssociation (“E
EPSA”), the Large
L
Public Power Counccil (“LPPC”), and the Natiional Rural E
Electric
Cooperativ
ve Association (“NRECA”) are
a collectively
y referred to ass the “Electric Associations.”” See Attachm
ment A
for a descrription of the members
m
of eacch Electric Association. Thee comments coontained in thiss filing represeent the
comments and recommeendations of the
t Electric Associations,
A
bbut not necesssarily the view
ws of any parrticular
member off any Electric Association
A
on
n any issue. Th
he Electric Asssociations are aauthorized to nnote the involvvement
of the follo
owing organizaations and asso
ociated entitiess to the Comm
mission, and to indicate their full support off these
comments and recommen
ndations: ACE
ES and The Eneergy Authorityy.
2

80 Fed. Reg.
R 26,200 (M
May 7, 2015) (17 C.F.R. Part 32)
3 RIN No. 33038-AE26.

U
US_ACTIVE-1222
211886

The members of the Electric Associations are not financial entities; they are commercial
energy companies and market participants that use commodity swaps, futures and options to
hedge and mitigate commercial risks that arise from ongoing electric business operations. The
Electric Associations’ members use commodity trade options to hedge commercial risk, and
therefore have a direct and significant interest in how the Commission regulates these
nonfinancial agreements, contracts and transactions.
The Electric Associations have been active participants in the Commission’s rulemaking
process implementing the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the
“Dodd-Frank Act”). We have commented in both dockets on the Commission’s rulemakings
implementing and interpreting section 721 of the Dodd-Frank Act (“DFA Section 721”), which
includes the new definition of “swap” in Section 1a(47) of the Commodity Exchange Act (the
“CEA”) (“CEA 1a(47)”): (a) the joint rulemakings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) further defining and interpreting DFA Section 721 and CEA 1a(47),
and (b) the commodity trade option rulemakings.
In April of 2012, the Commission published the Commodity Options Interim Final Rule
(the “Trade Option IFR”).3 The Trade Option IFR was drafted on the untested presumption that
the Commission would determine that all commodity options, including commodity trade
options, were included in the defined term “swap.” Based on that premise, the Commission
published revised Rule 32.3 and exempted commodity trade options (a limited category of
presumed “swaps”) from some but not all provisions of the CEA that would otherwise be applicable
to such transactions as “swaps.” The Commission clearly acknowledged in the Trade Option IFR
that it was required to make the definitional determination (whether all commodity options were,
indeed, “swaps”) in conjunction with the SEC in the joint rulemaking further defining the term
“swap.”4 The Electric Associations commented on the Trade Option IFR in the post-publication
docket in June of 2012.5 However, at that time the energy industry was not, as yet, aware that the
Commission would later determine that all commodity options, including commodity trade
options, are “swaps.”
When the Commission and the SEC published the Products Release in August of 2012,6
that rulemaking contained the Commission’s determination, articulated as an interpretation of
DFA Section 721 and CEA 1a(47), that all commodity options are “swaps.” The Commission
also stated in the Products Release that it was not publishing an additional interpretation relating

3

77 Fed. Reg. 25320 (Apr. 27, 2012) RIN 3038-AD62.

4

See the Trade Option IFR, 77 Fed. Reg. 25320 at 25321, stating that “[t]he final rule and interpretations that result
from the [product definition notice of proposed rulemaking] will address the determination of whether a commodity
option…is subject to the swap definition in the first instance”). See also Section VI and footnote 44, supra.
5

Comment
letter
available
on
the
Commission’s
website
http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=58272&SearchText=
(the
“2012
Association Trade Option IFR Comments”).
6

at:
Joint

Joint Final Rule and Interpretations on Further Definition of “Swap,” “Security-Based Swap,” “Security-Based
Swap Agreement”; Mixed Swaps; Security-Based Swap Agreement Recordkeeping (17 CFR Part 1) RIN No. 3038AD46, 77 Fed. Reg. 48208 (August 13, 2012) (the “Products Release”).
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to comm
modity trad
de options.7 Concurren
ntly with ppublishing the Produccts Release,, the
Commisssion invited post-publicaation public comments aand also invvited additionnal commennts on
the Tradee Option IFR, recogniziing the interrplay betweeen the two rrulemakingss interpretingg and
implemen
nting DFA Section 721
1 and CEA 1a(47). A
At that poinnt, the Electric Associaations
submitted
d comments on both rulemakings, and the NFP Electtric Associaations8 requuested
reconsideeration of th
he Commisssion’s determ
mination/intterpretation that all com
mmodity opttions,
including
g commodity
y trade optio
ons, are “swaaps” (the “Prroducts Releease TO Inteerpretation”)).9 In
Decembeer of 2014, the
t Electric Associations
A
s again madee the same rrequest for reconsideratiion of
the Produ
ucts Releasee TO Interpretation, in comments suubmitted on tthe proposedd revisions tto the
Commisssion’s interp
pretations on “embedded
d volumetric optionality.””10
The
T Electric Associations appreciate the Commiission’s conttinuing efforrts to addresss the
inconsisttencies in thee interpretatiions and rules implemennting DFA S
Section 721 and CEA 1aa(47),
including
g the Trade Option IFR
R. The Electtric Associattions stronggly support tthe proposedd rule
amendmeents in the Trade Optio
on NOPR, and
a request that these pproposals bee finalized. The
Electric Association
ns believe th
he proposed
d rule amenndments wiill help reduuce unwarranted
o commerciial end-userss’ use of phyysically-settlled commoddity trade opttions,
regulatorry burdens on
especially
y those thaat Electric Associations
A
s’ non-SD/M
MSP membbers and theeir non-SD//MSP
counterparties use to
t hedge orr mitigate commercial risks in ggenerating, transmittingg and
deliverin
ng reliable an
nd affordablle electricity
y to consum
mers and bussinesses 24/77/365. How
wever,
the Electtric Associattions believee that the Com
mmission’s intended rellief for comm
mercial end--users
will fall short if certaain additionaal relief is not provided through thiss rulemakingg. Thereforee, the
Electric Associations
A
s respectfully
y request thee additional rrelief discusssed below.
I.

Summary off Commentss

The
T Electric Association
ns support the Proposeed Rule Am
mendments, and respecttfully
request th
hat the Commission:


Elimin
nate the regulatory
r
burden
b
ass ociated witth the $1 billion N
Notice
Requiirement.



Recon
ncile differeences betweeen the twoo sets of C
CFTC regullatory condiitions
govern
ning: (i) wh
hether a non
nfinancial coommodity fforward conttract is exclluded
from the defined term “swap
p,” and (ii) w
whether a noonfinancial commodity trade
n is alternatiively exemp
pted from thhe regulatoryy requiremeents that appply to
option
“swap
ps.”



Clariffy and reducce the recorrdkeeping reequirements applicable to non-SD//MSP
counteerparties to commodity
c
trade
t
optionns, by clarifyying that suchh records may be

7

The fund
damental misin
nterpretation off the DFA Secttion 721 and C
CEA 1a(47) apppears at pages 48236-48237 of the
“Products Release”).
R
Seee Section VI sup
pra for the releevant languagee from the Prodducts Release.
8

The NFP Electric Assocciations include NRECA, AP
PPA and LPPC
C.

9

See http:///comments.cfttc.gov/PublicC
Comments/View
wComment.asppx?id=59235&
&SearchText, S
Section X.

10

See http://comments.cfftc.gov/PublicC
Comments/VieewComment.asspx?id=60087&
&SearchText, S
Section IV.
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retained and maiintained in accordance with each non-SD/MS
SP counterpaarty’s
ordinaary course record reteention practtices for caash commoddity transacctions
(inten
nded to be ph
hysically setttled).

II.



Affirm
m, in the tex
xt of the fin
nalized ameendments to Rule 32.3, that comm
modity
trade options aree excluded or exempteed from thee Commissiion’s specullative
on limits rulles.
positio



Recon
nsider its interpretation of
o DFA Secttion 721 andd CEA 1a(477) in the Prooducts
Release, when it determined that all com
mmodity opttions, includding nonfinaancial
comm
modity trade options, are “swaps.” N
Nonfinancial commodity trade optionns are
intend
ded to be physically
p
seettled, and sshould thereefore be exxcluded from
m the
defineed term “swaap.”

The
T Commisssion Should
d Delete thee $1 Billion N
Notice Requ
uirement.

The
T Electric Associations
A
s strongly su
upport the Coommission’ss proposed eelimination oof the
Form TO
O requiremen
nt for Non-S
SD/MSPs, and
a appreciat
ate the additiional propossal to make more
flexible (even
(
while codifying) the
t $1 billion Notice Reequirement iintroduced inn the 2013 T
Trade
Option No-Action
N
Leetter. Howev
ver, the Elecctric Associaations respecctfully requeest that the N
Notice
Requirem
ment itself be
b deleted. The
T Electric Associationns contend tthat the Com
mmission haas not
provided
d an adequatee explanatio
on in its Trad
de Option N
NOPR or in pprior Comm
mission issuaances,
as to why
y the data co
ollected provides any meaningful
m
reegulatory beenefits to thee CFTC’s m
market
surveillan
nce and reg
gulatory oveersight misssion. The Commissionn also doess not providde an
explanatiion as to why the Comm
mission’s gen
neral interestt in receiving “insight innto the size oof the
market fo
or unreporteed trade options and the identity of tthe most siggnificant marrket particippants”
merits a notice requiirement that is universallly applicablle to all com
mmercial endd-users largee and
small.11
The
T Electric Association
ns therefore urge the C
Commission to eliminatte the $1 bbillion
Notice Requirement,
R
, which is not
n justified in light of tthe additionnal regulatoryy burdens fo
for all
non-SD/M
MSP counteerparties thaat may need
d to track commodity trade optioons in a maanner
different than their ordinary
o
traccking, measuring and reecordkeepinng for other cash comm
modity
transactio
ons (intendeed to be ph
hysically setttled). The Commissionn’s market surveillancee and
oversightt goals for the variou
us markets for commoddity trade ooptions (based on diffferent
commodities deliverrable at diffferent locatiions) can bee achieved by requestinng access too the
commodity trade option
o
recorrds maintain
ned by nonn-SD/MSP counterpartiies in partiicular
industries or at speciffic commodity delivery locations, ass necessary.
The
T Electric Associations strongly
y support tthe Commisssion’s propposal “to am
mend
regulation §32.3(b) such
s
that a Non-SD/MS
N
SP will underr no circum
mstances be ssubject to Paart 45
reporting
g requiremeents with reespect to its trade opption activitties.”12 Thhis includess the
Commisssion’s propo
osal to ameend Section 32.3(b) suuch that a nnon-SD/MSP
P would noot be
11
12

Proposed Rule at 262
204.
Propossed Rule at 262
203.
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required to report unreported trade options on Form TO and to delete Form TO from Appendix
A. As indicated in Electric Associations comments letters and as recognized by the Commission
in the Trade Option NOPR, Form TO imposes substantial costs on end-users for personnel, legal
advice and infrastructure without providing measurable regulatory benefits to the Commission’s
market surveillance and regulatory oversight mission. Completing Form TO requires an end-user
to track the commodity trade options it enters into, identify which of the commodity trade
options have and have not been reported, and also to track the commodity trade options
exercised, all on an ongoing basis, and to retain and maintain such records in accordance with the
Commission’s rules.
The Electric Associations also appreciate the Commission’s proposal to provide
flexibility on the $1 billion Notice Requirement initially required as a condition to reliance on
the 2013 Trade Option No- Action Letter.13 The proposed alternative Notice Requirement
allows a Non-SD/MSP counterparty to notify the Division of Market Oversight if it “reasonably
expects to enter into trade options, whether reported or unreported, having an aggregate notional
value in excess of $1 billion during the calendar year.”14 This alternative provides flexibility and
reduces some of the regulatory burden on end-users by not requiring them to track the
transactions they execute once they can reasonably anticipate exceeding the threshold. We also
understand that the Commission intends the Proposed Rule Amendments to mean that
commercial end-users will not be penalized for inaccurate calculations of the aggregate notional
value of trade options as they approach the $1 billion threshold and potentially “miss” the 30-day
post-threshold reporting window.
However, the Electric Associations urge the Commission to completely eliminate the
unnecessary regulatory burden, initially created without notice or comment in the 2013 Trade
Option No-Action Letter, and delete the $1 billion Notice Requirement. As the Trade Option
NOPR recognizes, each non-SD/MSP counterparty to commodity trade options in any
commercial industry will still incur costs to track the aggregate amount of commodity trade
options that it executes during a calendar year. This data collection effort imposes ongoing costs
if a non-SD/MSP counterparty is not certain if it will cross the $1 billion threshold, and for
associated recordkeeping.
Ironically the regulatory burdens will be greater for smaller entities than for the largest
non-SD/MSP counterparties to commodity trade options. The largest non-SD/MSP
counterparties can merely send the anticipatory notice in January of each year. The next tier of
entities will have to track commodity trade options throughout the year. In the energy industry,
significant seasonal, and longer term, energy commodity trade options are used to hedge
commercial risks arising from the supply/demand for energy commodities.15 This next tier of
13

No-Action Letter 13-08 available
ActionLetters/2013No-ActionLetters/index.htm.
14

at:

http://www.cftc.gov/LawRegulation/CFTCStaffLetters/No-

Proposed Rule at 26203.

15

The Electric Associations have pointed out in prior rulemaking dockets that, in the markets for electricity and
natural gas deliverable to specific locations in the United States, there are far more bilateral “end-user to end-user,”
or “non-SD/MSP to non-SD/MSP,” transactions, particularly nonfinancial commodity transactions intended to be
physically settled, including commodity trade options, than in dealer-dominated financial swap markets.
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commerccial end-userrs will be req
quired to inccur the ongooing technicaal and legal compliance costs
associateed with track
king commo
odity trade options
o
untill the entity iis comfortabble that it w
will or
will not exceed thee $1 billion threshold in
i any calenndar year. T
Then, each January 1stt, the
regulatorry tracking costs reset, an
nd the record
dkeeping buurdens continnue.
Yet,
Y such cossts and burd
dens are of questionable
q
e regulatory value. In seeveral placess, the
Trade Op
ption NOPR
R states geneerally that th
he Notice Reequirement pprovides inssight into thee size
of the market
m
for unreported trade options, and ideentifies signnificant marrket particippants.
Howeverr, the lack of
o differentiiation among
g “markets”” by underlyying commoodity or inddustry
raises qu
uestions abou
ut the valuee of any succh insight innto market ssize. Moreoover, in term
ms of
identifyin
ng significaant market participants,
p
the Comm
mission notees that it reeceived ninee and
sixteen $1
$ billion no
otices relativ
ve to calendaar years 20113 and 20144, respectivelly, and that most
were filed on behalf of large enerrgy companiies.16 The Trrade Option NOPR comm
ments that ““all of
17
such entiities are geneerally well-k
known in theeir respectivee industries.””
Consistent
C
wiith the Commission’s deesire to reduuce the regullatory burdeen on commeercial
end userrs, the Electric Associaations respeectfully requuest the Coommission to reconsideer the
balance between
b
thee regulatory
y benefit pro
ovided by thhe Notice R
Requirementt and the buurden
imposed by such datta collection
n effort on th
he Electric A
Associationss’ members and other ennergy
companiees, utilities, manufacturrers and Maain Street bbusinesses, aand to elim
minate the N
Notice
Requirem
ment. The Commission’
C
s oversight goals for thhe various m
markets for ccommodity trade
options based
b
on diffferent comm
modities can be achievedd by requestting access tto the comm
modity
trade opttion recordss maintained
d by non-SD
D/MSP counnterparties iin particularr industries or at
specific commodity
c
delivery
d
locaations, as necessary.
III.

The
T
Commiission shou
uld reconcille differencces between the two sets of C
CFTC
reegulatory conditions
c
governing:
g
(i) whetherr a nonfinaancial comm
modity forw
ward
co
ontract is ex
xcluded fro
om the defin
ned term “sswap,” and (ii) whether a nonfinaancial
co
ommodity trade
t
option
n is alternattively exemppted from th
he regulatorry requirem
ments
th
hat apply to
o “swaps.”

For more th
han 30 yearrs, the energ
gy industryy, manufactuurers and oother commeercial
enterprises relied on
n the Comm
mission’s pre-Dodd-Frankk Act “forw
ward contracct exclusion”” and
“trade op
ption exemp
ption,” as th
he bases upon which too enter intoo commerciaal merchanddizing
transactio
ons without concern abo
out the Com
mmission’s reegulatory jurrisdiction. C
Commodity trade
options and
a forwardss are referred
d to as “phy
ysical” or “caash market” contracts --- transactions that
anticipatee actual deliivery of the “physical” commodity
c
or the “cashh commodityy.” It is phyysical
delivery//receipt, also
o referred to
o as “physiccal settlemennt,” that disstinguishes fforward conttracts
and com
mmodity trad
de options from
f
financiially-settled derivatives contracts, iincluding fuutures
contractss (“contracts of sale for future
f
deliveery of a comm
modity”), finnancially-setttled optionss, and
swaps. The Electriic Associatiions’ memb
bers and othher commerrcial enterprrises handlee and
account for
f commod
dity trade opttions, like fo
orward contrracts, separat
ately from deerivatives thaat are
intended to be financcially settled.

16

See footn
notes 38 and 75 of the Trade Option NOPR
R.

17

Id. at 26207.
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Commodity trade options are not used solely to shift price risk on a financial instrument
(or contract), or on a portfolio of such instruments, or as investment instruments in the trading
sense. Commodity trade options are used to secure flexible physical delivery (physical
settlement) alternatives for quantities of a commodity required at a specific location during a
particular time period in the future. A commercial enterprise like a utility may require a variable
supply of the physical commodity delivered to a specific location as a result of its ongoing
operational needs. Conversely, a commodity producer or processor may want to secure a
varying or flexible ability to “put” quantities of its commodity product to a customer or a
merchandizer at a particular delivery location, enabling the producer or processor to run a
24/7/365 operation without the additional cost of storage of quantities in “excess” of available
orders, or due to the timing or availability of transport away from the production location. Where
local transportation capacity is constrained, because a pipeline or transmission wire is required
rather than transport vehicles, commodity trade options become a more important local delivery
choice. In any event, the intent of the parties to the commodity trade option, and the transaction
itself, is physical or “actual” delivery/receipt of the commodity (not financial settlement).
In the NFP Electric Associations’ comment letter on the Products Release,18 the NFP
Electric Associations identified several ways in which the conditions set forth in the
Commission’s Products Release interpretations on forward contracts (including forward
contracts with different types of embedded optionality) differ from the conditions in the Trade
Option IFR.19 For example, the NFP Electric Associations requested that the Commission
confirm that the parties eligible to claim the CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) exclusion and the Trade Option
IFR exemption, the types of commodities, and the characteristics of the “intent” element
identified in the various interpretations of the exclusion and the exemption, are identical:
Products Release:
Interpretations regarding
Forward Contracts

Seven-element interpretation
for forward contracts with
EVO – the term “optionality”
is not defined, but is
presumably the aspect of the
forward contract that the
Commission views as
potentially changing the
forward contract (excluded
under CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii)) into
a “swap”

Trade Option IFR

Both parties must be
“commercial market
participants,” a definition

Element 6. Both must be
“commercial entities.”

The offeror of the option can
be an ECP or a “producer,
processor, or commercial user

18

See the NFP Electric Associations’ comment letter at FN 9, infra.

19

In the Commission’s interpretations in the Products Release relevant to contracts that are not forward contracts
(e.g. “customary commercial agreements” and “usage agreements), there are similar inconsistencies in terminology
about entity type, intent, conditions and tests applicable to commercial transactions related to nonfinancial
commodities.

7

drawn from the pre-DoddFrank Act Brent
Interpretation, but that does
not include commercial users
of the commodity or byproducts.

of, or a merchant handling the
commodity…or the products
or byproducts thereof,”
whereas the offeree must be
one of the commercial entities
in the list.

See FN 235, questions
whether one non-commercial
market participant involved in
a delivery chain could result in
the transaction being a
“swap.”

The commercial entity
counterparty must “use the
underlying commodity or byproduct in connection with its
business as such,” which may
limit the ability to hedge or
mitigate commercial risks of
ongoing operations using
common fuel/output hedging
techniques.

Both must regularly make or
take delivery of the
commodity in the ordinary
course of regular commercial
activity (as distinguished from
investment activity).
“Nonfinancial commodities”
“Nonfinancial commodities”
include intangible
commodities where “physical
settlement” may be via book
entry or registry title transfer,
and that are of limited quantity
and can be “consumed.”
Examples given are renewable
energy credits and emissions
allowances.
The Commission will apply a
“facts and circumstances”
analysis to the “intent to
deliver/receive” analysis.
Focusing on the intent of the
parties, any post-contract
“bookout agreements” must be
separately negotiated, new
agreements, entered into
subsequent to initial contract
execution.
Focusing on the intent of the
transaction, it must be a

2. Predominant feature is
“actual” delivery.”

If exercised, the option must
result in the sale of an
“exempt” or “agricultural”
commodity, under the
Commission’s pre-DoddFrank Act definitions. Some
commenters have asked the
Commission to confirm that
renewable energy credits and
emissions allowances qualify
for Trade Option IFR.

The commodity option must
be intended to be physically
settled, so that, if exercised,
4. Seller of the commodity
the option would result in the
intends at the time it enters
sale of an exempt or
into the transaction, to deliver agricultural commodity for
the commodity if the
immediate or deferred
option/optionality is exercised. shipment or delivery.
5. Buyer of the commodity
intends at the time it enters
into the transaction, to take
delivery if the

8

“commercial merchandizing
transaction” the primary
purpose of which is to transfer
ownership of the commodity,
and not to transfer solely its
price risk. Commission’s
regulations should not apply to
private commercial
merchandizing transactions
which create enforceable
obligations to deliver, but in
which delivery is deferred for
reasons of commercial
convenience or necessity.

option/optionality is exercised.
7. The EVO is primarily
intended, at the time the
parties enter into the
transaction, to address
physical factors or regulatory
requirements that reasonably
influence demand for or
supply of the commodity.
The focus of 7 is on intent of
the party with the right to
exercise the EVO and at the
time of contract execution.
Commercial parties may rely
on counterparty
representations provided there
is no information that would
cause a reasonable person to
question the representation.

As the two parallel rulemakings interpreting and implementing DFA Section 721 and
CEA 1a(47) are evolving, the inconsistencies are being resolved. The Final Interpretation for
Forward Contracts with Embedded Optionality (the “Final EVO Interpretation”) resolved a
number of concerns that the Electric Association’s members had with the 7-factor test in the
Products Release.20 For example, the Final EVO Interpretation appropriately recognized that
intent is determined at the time that the forward contract is entered into, not at the time the
embedded option or optionality is exercised.21 To provide additional clarity, the Electric
Associations respectfully request the Commission to include this clarification when it finalizes
the Proposed Rule Amendments as well, and confirm that the offeror of the commodity trade
option can rely on a representation of the offeree provided there is not information that would
cause a reasonable person to question the representation.
In the Final EVO Interpretation, the Commission also clarified that commercial parties
could choose to either rely on an earlier characterization of an existing transaction as an excluded
forward contract or an exempted commodity trade option, or recharacterize a transaction in light
of the Final EVO Interpretation, for purposes of filing Forms TO.22 This clarification was
important for non-SD/MSP counterparties that had filed Forms TO for calendar years 2013 and
2014, or that were planning to file such Forms TO for 2014. In finalizing the Proposed Rule
Amendments, the Commission should reiterate that guidance, or otherwise state a no-action
position in respect of previously-filed Forms TO and recordkeeping. These clarifications in the
20
21
22

Forward Contracts with Embedded Volumetric Optionality, 80 Fed. Reg. 28239 (May 18, 2015).
Id. at 28242
Id. at 28242.
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Commisssion’s Tradee Option doccket will pro
ovide additioonal certaintty as to wheether an exclluded
forward contract or an exempteed commod
dity trade opption must be considerred a “swapp,” or
treated as a “swap” for purposess of the Com
mmission’s regulations. This addition will alsoo help
ensure th
hat there is co
onsistency between
b
the Commission
C
n’s interpretaations relativve to CEA 1a(47)
and the Trade
T
Option
n exemption rules.23
IV.

The
T Commisssion should
d further reduce
r
recorrdkeeping rrequiremen
nts applicab
ble to
Non-SD/MSP
N
P counterpa
arties that enter
e
into coommodity trrade option
ns.

The
T Trade Op
ption NOPR
R reduces rep
porting requuirements, buut still requiires non-SD//MSP
counterparties to keep records of commod
dity trade opptions underr the Comm
mission’s “sswap”
regulations by cross-reference to
o Part 45. In
n order to qqualify for tthe relief proovided undeer the
Proposed
d Rule Ameendment, §32.3(b)(1) requires the nnon-SD/MSP
P counterpaarty to “[c]oomply
with the swap data recordkeepin
ng requiremeents of §45.22 of this chaapter, as otheerwise appliicable
to any sw
wap transactiion.”24 The Electric Asssociations respectfully reequest the Coommission tto:
A.
A

Narro
ow the recorrdkeeping reequirements for commoddity trade opptions.

Pursuant to §45.2, non-SD
D/MSP coun
nterparties arre required tto:
(ii)
keep full,
f
compleete, and systtematic recoords, togetheer with all pertinent dataa and
memoranda,
m
with respecct to each swap
s
in whhich they arre a counterrparty, incluuding,
without
w
limittation, all reecords demo
onstrating thaat they are entitled, witth respect too any
sw
wap, to electt the clearing
g requiremen
nt exceptionn in CEA secction 2(h)(7) (Rule 45.2((b));
(iii)
retain all records required to be kept purssuant to thiss section witth respect to each
sw
wap through
hout the life of the swap
p and for a pperiod of at lleast five yeears followinng the
fiinal terminattion of the sw
wap (Rule 45
5.2(c));
(iiii) retain the records required to be kept purrsuant to thiis section inn either electtronic
orr paper form
m, so long as they are reetrievable, aand informattion in them
m is reportable, as
reequired by th
his section (R
Rule 45.2(d))(2));
(iiv)

keep such
s
recordss required by this sectioon so they aare retrievabble by withinn five
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Commeercial end-userrs in the energ
gy industry reely heavily onn forward conntracts with em
mbedded voluumetric
optionality
y and commodiity trade option
ns. Many of theese transactionns that are intennded to be phyysically settled do not
involve sw
wap dealers. Commercial
C
end-users may or may not be ffamiliar with tthe Commissioon’s pre-Dodd--Frank
Act preced
dent applicablee to the futures contract marrkets. Inconsi stent languagee used in interrpreting the staatutory
exclusion under
u
CEA 1aa(47)(B)(ii), an
nd the regulatory exemption addressing thee same aspects of these physsicallysettled con
ntracts -- entity
y type, commo
odity type, inteent -- makes it difficult for coommercial endd-users to undeerstand
the new reegulatory regim
me applicable to “swaps.” This
T
is especiaally true for “ssmall entities,”” that may not have
experiencee using exchaange-traded deerivatives to hedge
h
the com
mmercial riskss arising from
m ongoing buusiness
operations. See commentts in Section VII requesting a SBREFA anaalysis.
24

Note thaat this languag
ge references reequirements “aapplicable to aany swap transaction,” whichh again demonnstrates
that the Trade Option IFR
R, while purpo
orting not to make the definittional determinnation as to whhether all comm
modity
options aree swaps, was nonetheless
n
draafted based on an untested prresumption thaat all commoditty options, inccluding
commodity
y trade optionss, are “swaps.”
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bu
usiness day
ys throughou
ut the perio
od during w
which it is required too be kept ((Rule
45.2(e)(2)); and
a
(v
v)
[allow
w] inspection
n [of such records]
r
upoon request bby any reprresentative oof the
Commission,
C
the United States Dep
partment of Justice, or tthe Securitiees and Exchhange
Commission,
C
or by any representative of a pruudential reggulator as auuthorized byy the
Commission.
C
Copies of all
a such reco
ords shall be provided, aat the expensse of the entiity or
person requirred to keep
p the record
d, to any reepresentative of the Commission upon
reequest… Copies of recorrds required to be kept bby any non-S
SD/MSP couunterparty suubject
to
o the jurisd
diction of th
he Commisssion that is not a Com
mmission reegistrant shaall be
prrovided in th
he form, wh
hether electro
onic or paperr, in which tthe records aare kept (relevant
parts of Rule 45.2(h)).
As
A explained above and acknowledge
a
ed in the Traade Option N
NOPR, comm
mercial end--users
of variou
us types cu
urrently keep
p records of
o commoditty trade opptions and oother comm
modity
transactio
ons that are intended to
o be physicaally settled inn different ssystems, in different forrmats
and for different
d
reteention period
ds than transactions refeerencing thee same comm
modities, buut that
are intended to be fin
nancially setttled. Such reecords may not be retrieevable in thee same mannner or
o as quicklly, as financcially settled
d transactionns. The reccords are likkely to be in the
format, or
commerccial operatio
ons departm
ments, ratherr than in trreasury or finance deppartments of the
commerccial entity.
To
T further reduce
r
the regulatory burden onn commerccial end-useers, the Eleectric
Associatiions respecttfully request that the Commissionn revise prroposed Rulle §32.3(b)((1) to
provide that
t
non-SD
D/MSP coun
nterparties to
o a commoddity trade opption need only “(1) R
Retain
records for
f any com
mmodity trad
de option th
hat identifiess the basic ttransaction terms (suchh as a
transactio
on confirmation, or any amendmentt to such bassic transactioon terms), annd maintainn such
records in accordan
nce with th
he recordkeeeping scheedule and rreproduce ssuch recordss for
Commisssion inspectiion in the reecord retenttion format tthat such coounterparty hhas developped in
the ordin
nary course of
o records retention praactices for caash commoddity contractts (e.g., conttracts
intended to be physically settled
d).”25 Withou
ut this clariffication of pproposed Ruule, Non-SD//MSP
counterparties to com
mmodity traade options may be sub
ubject to brooader and m
more burdennsome
recordkeeping requirrements morre appropriattely applied to financiallly-settled traansactions aand to
swap deaalers and majjor swap parrticipants.
B.
Address
A
otheer inconsisttencies in recordkeepin
r
ng requirem
ments for ph
hysicallysettled trransactions, including commodity trrade optionss.
Without
W
the clarification
n requested above to proposed Ruule 32.3(b)(11), Non-SD//MSP
counterparties to commodity trade optio
ons may bee indirectlyy subject to recordkeeeping
requirem
ments in addition to the recordkeepin
ng requiremeents set forthh in §45.2. IIn some casees, as

25

This pro
oposed languag
ge mirrors thee language of Commission
C
R
Rule 20.6(c), w
which relates tto the recordkeeeping
obligationss of a non-SD/M
MSP entity thaat holds a “repo
ortable positionn” for purposees of the Comm
mission’s large trader
reporting rules.
r
In the adopting
a
releasse for such rulees, the Commiission explaineed the reasoninng for allowingg such
entities thaat may not otherwise be regu
ulated by the Commission
C
too maintain recoords of cash m
market transactiions in
the format used in the ord
dinary course of
o business. See 76 Fed. Reg.. 43851 at 438559.
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highlighted in the examples below and in comments filed with the Commission in other
dockets,26 these various recordkeeping requirements are inconsistent or do not provide the clarity
required by commercial end-users. Interpreting such Commission recordkeeping requirements
as applicable to commodity trade options, which are intended to be physically settled and which
non-SD/MSPs maintain with their “cash market” transaction records, highlights such
inconsistencies. The Electric Associations respectfully request a comprehensive review of the
Commission’s recordkeeping rules, with a focus on continuing to clarify and limit the regulatory
recordkeeping burdens on commercial end-users.27
Commission Rule §1.31 is an example of broader recordkeeping requirements than
Section 45.2 for non-SD/MSP counterparties to commodity trade options, as it sets forth
recordkeeping requirements that purport to apply to “all books and records required to be kept by
the Act or by these regulations…”28 However, some of the requirements in §1.31 appear to
impose different, more stringent, requirements than those otherwise provided for in §45.2 with
respect to non-SD/MSP counterparties. For instance, under §45.2, a non-SD/MSP is permitted to
retain the required records “in either electronic or paper form, so long as they are retrievable, and
information in them is reportable [which of course is no longer applicable to non-SD/MSP
counterparties to commodity trade options].”29 However, §1.31 requires records to be “kept in
their original form (for paper records) or native file format (for electronic records)” for the
required period.30
Further, §45.2 provides that a non-SD/MSP may provide records requested by the
Commission in the form “whether electronic or paper, in which the records are kept.”31
However, §1.31(a)(2) seems to require each person that is required to keep records to “produce
such records in a form specified by a representative of the Commission.” Additionally, §45.2
does not identify any specific requirements for records that are stored electronically, other than
they must be retrievable within 5 business days. However, in §1.31(b) there are extensive and
burdensome requirements that apply to records stored offline in an electronic medium, which
require immediate accessibility, certain minimum indexing and duplicate storage and indices at
separate locations.
26

See comments in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Rule 1.35(a), 79 Fed. Reg. 68140 (Nov. 14,
2014) RIN3038-AE23 at: http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=60232&SearchText=
and http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=60229&SearchText=. See also comments
in response to the Review of Swap Data Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements, 79 Fed. Reg. 16689 (Mar. 26,
2014),RIN 3038-AE12, at http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=59871&SearchText=,
and http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=59862&SearchText=.
27

See comments in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Rule 1.35(a), 79 Fed. Reg. 68140 (Nov. 14,
2014) RIN3038-AE23 at: http://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/ViewComment.aspx?id=60232&SearchText=,
at Section III.
28

See §1.31(a)(1). Similar concerns about the interplay between Commission Rules 45.2, 1.31 and also 1.35(a), as
applicable to non-SD/MSP counterparties to swaps, or companies that enter into futures contracts but that are
otherwise not registered or required to register with the Commission, were made in comments on the Commission’s
proposal to revise Regulation 1.35(a). See comment letters linked at FN 26, infra.
29

See §45.2(d)(2).

30

See §1.31(a)(1).

31

See §45.2(h).
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As noted in the Trade Option NOPR, the Electric Associations understand that the
amendments proposed in the Trade Option NOPR are “intended to reduce recordkeeping burdens
for non-SD/MSP trade option counterparties.”32 Accordingly, we are seeking clarification of the
specific recordkeeping requirements applicable to non-SD/MSP counterparties to commodity
trade options, rather than a general reference to §45.2, and clarification that any inconsistencies
or additional requirements set forth in §1.31 or elsewhere in the Commission’s rules do not apply
to non-SD/MSP counterparties with respect to commodity trade options.
Another example of an issue that would require additional clarity if the requested change
to proposed Rule 32.3(b)(1) is not made, is the records retention period applicable to long-term
commodity trade options with a series of daily, monthly or other periodic exercise opportunities,
each resulting in physical delivery for a delivery period following that particular exercise. In the
energy industry, it is common for a commercial entity to enter into a long-term commodity trade
option (intended to be physically settled), with an overall transaction duration of 20 years or
longer. Individual daily, monthly or other period are not transferrable separately. Rule 45.2(c),
quoted above, would seem to require that records for such a transaction be kept throughout the
term of the transaction and for a period of at least five years following the final termination of
the transaction. However, due to ambiguities in the language, it is unclear how “life of the
transaction plus five years” records retention period would apply to such a 20-year commodity
trade option.
.
If such a long-term commodity trade option with multiple exercise opportunities were
treated as one ongoing transaction, the recordkeeping requirement could be interpreted to
mandate keeping all accreting transaction records for up to 25 years after the commodity trade
option was first executed.33 Consistent with recordkeeping practices for cash commodity
transactions (nonfinancial commodity transactions that are intended to be physically settled) and
with the Commission’s goal of reducing the regulatory burden on non-SD/MSP counterparties to
commodity trade options, for recordkeeping purposes, a non-SP/MSP counterparty should be
able to keep only the original commodity trade option transaction confirmation and not retain
documentation in respect of each exercise, other than records that it keeps in the ordinary course
of its physical commodity business. We believe this approach strikes an appropriate balance in
preserving records that may be useful for market surveillance without imposing unnecessary and
costly recordkeeping burdens on commercial end-users (non-SD/MSP counterparties) that enter
into commodity trade options.

32

88 FR 26200, at 26204.

33

This standard does not, however, apply to a person subject to recordkeeping obligations with respect to certain
nonfinancial commodity swaps or swaptions under CFTC Regulation 20.6(c). Instead, it is permitted to keep the
records in accordance with its recordkeeping schedule and in its normal record retention format, in lieu of following
the requirements of Regulation 1.31. Such a person, though, would also likely be subject to recordkeeping
obligations relating to its nonfinancial commodity swaps and swaptions under Regulation 45.2, which in contrast
imposes the “term plus five years” record retention period for data and memoranda pertinent to a swap transaction.
This is an example of the potentially overlapping or inconsistent requirements that commercial end-users face under
the Recordkeeping Rules.
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These
T
examp
ples highlig
ght the need
d for the C
Commissionn to continuue to review
w its
recordkeeping rules, and to engaage in a com
mprehensive rreview of suuch recordkeeeping rules,, with
a focus on
o continuin
ng to limit the
t regulatorry recordkeeeping burdeens on comm
mercial end--users
such as the
t Electric Association
ns’ memberss, and particcularly as suuch recordkeeeping ruless may
apply to transaction
ns that are intended
i
to be physicaally settled, including ccommodity trade
options.
V.

Confirm
C
tha
at commod
dity trade options arre excluded
d or exem
mpted from
m the
Commission
C
’s speculatiive position limits, conccurrently w
with finalizin
ng the prop
posed
amendment to the tradee option rulees.

The
T
Electric Associatio
ons support the Comm
mission’s proposal to ddelete regullation
§32.3(c)((2) to reflectt that Trade Options
O
are not currentlly subject to position lim
mits. The Eleectric
request thaat the Com
Associatiions also respectfully
r
mmission goo further, and clarify that
commodity trade opttions are no
ot subject to position lim
mits. The E
Electric Assoociations stroongly
endorse Commission
C
ner Giancarlo
o’s proposall that the Coommission adddress the reequest for a CEA
4a(a)(7) exemption from
f
the Com
mmission’s speculative
s
pposition limiits rules for commodity trade
y with finallizing the Proposed
P
R
Rule Amenddments. Suuch a concuurrent
options concurrently
on would represent anotther significcant step to remove thee uncertaintyy for commeercial
exemptio
end-userss in the en
nergy industrry as to wh
hether and how comm
mercial tradee options caan be
measured
d, aggregated
d and catego
orized as if th
hey were finnancially setttled trading positions.
As
A the Elecctric Associations hav
ve indicatedd in comm
ment letters filed withh the
Commisssion, and as was discu
ussed at thee Energy aand Environnmental Marrkets Comm
mittee
meeting in February of 2015,34 commodity
c
trade
t
optionss are enteredd into by com
mmercial enntities
and, if exercised,
e
reesult in the sale/purchaase of a nonnfinancial coommodity ffor immediaate or
deferred shipment orr delivery (p
physical settllement).35 C
Commodity ttrade optionss are enteredd into
in conneection with the commercial entity’’s business as such, annd should nnot be subjeect to
position limits. Com
mmodity trad
de options arre not transaactions that aare generallyy used to maanage
financial risk relating
g to changess in prices, but
b instead ar
are physicallyy settled trannsactions thaat are
m
sup
pply and dem
mand risks arising from
m the need ffor a particuular nonfinaancial
used to manage
commodity in a speccific location
n at a speciffic time, som
metimes in variable quaantities. In other
words, th
he primary purpose
p
of co
ommodity trrade options is to ensure that the phyysical comm
modity
itself willl be availab
ble when an
nd where it is needed. IIncluding coommodity trrade optionss in a
position in the same manner thatt you would
d include a fi
financially-seettled comm
modity optionn will
distort po
osition size by
b mixing trransactions that
t primarilly manage various comm
mercial riskss with
those thaat manage commodity
c
price
p
risks. Moreover,, including commodity trade optioons in
position reports only
y to later ex
xclude them as bona fidde commercial risk hedges creates more
unnecesssary recordkeeping and reporting ob
bligations foor non-SD/M
MSP counterrparties that enter
into such
h transaction
ns to hedge or
o mitigate commercial rrisks. Subjecting these pphysically-seettled
transactio
ons to posiition limits could matterially harm
m the efficcient operattion of phyysical
34

As discussed earlieer, the Electricc Associationss and other ccommercial ennd-users woulld have made these
comments when the initiaal Trade Optio
on IFR was pub
blished, but at tthat time were not on notice that the Comm
mission
would, in the
t Products Release, determiine that commo
odity trade opttions were “sw
waps.”
35
Proposed Rule at 75,711 (“the possition limit req
quirements prooposed herein still would bee applicable too trade
options qualifying under the exemption
n”).
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commodity markets and will inccrease costs for commerrcial end-useers like our members, w
which
will ultim
mately resultt in higher cu
ustomer elecctric bills.
In
n particular, the Electric Association
ns’ memberss would apprreciate such relief in advvance
of the 20
015-2016 winter
w
season
n, when man
ny Electric Associationn members eenter into siizable
energy co
ommodity trrade options in anticipatiion of winterr supply andd transportation constrainnts in
locationss across the country.
c
VI.

The
T
Commission shou
uld furtherr define th
he term ““swap,” or reconsider its
in
nterpretatio
on of the defined
d
term “swap” in DFA S
Section 7211 (CEA 1a((47)).
Nonfinancial
N
l commoditty trade op
ptions are in
ntended to be physicaally settled,, and
sh
hould therefore be exclluded from the defined
d term “swap
p.”36

As
A was noteed in Comm
missioner Bo
owen’s conncurring stattement to thhe Trade O
Option
NOPR, both forwarrd contractss (with or without em
mbedded opptions or ooptionalities)) and
commodity trade opttions play an
n important role
r in manaaging physiccal commodiity risks attenndant
to comm
mercial operattions. Howeever, Comm
missioner Bow
wen’s statem
ment continuues by notingg that
the Trad
de Option NOPR
N
is inttended to provide
p
relieef to comm
mercial entitiies enteringg into
commodity trade opttions “to the extent they would otherrwise be subj
bject to regullation by virttue of
c
option
o
(emphasis added)
d).”37 This sstatement dooes not accuurately reflecct the
being a commodity
Electric Associations
A
s’ concerns about
a
the Fin
nal EVO Intterpretation aand the Tradde Option NO
OPR,
both inteerpreting DF
FA Section 721
7 and CEA
A 1a(47). C
Commercial entities seeek relief from
m the
Commisssion for com
mmodity trad
de options (and
(
forwardd contracts) -- to the exxtent they w
would
otherwisee be subject to regulation
n by virtue of
o being a “sswap.”
In
I the Introdu
uction to thee Trade Optiion NOPR, tthe Commisssion makes tthe statemennt that
the Electtric Associattions have questioned
q
in
n the past: that “…secction 721 off the Dodd-F
Frank
Wall Strreet Reform and Consu
umer Protecttion Act (thhe “Dodd-Frrank Act” oor “Dodd-Frrank’)
[footnotee omitted] am
mended the CEA
C
to defin
ne the term ““swap” to innclude comm
modity optionns.”38
In suppo
ort of this statement, the Commission reliess on an eddited portioon of new CEA
1a(47)(A
A)(i).39 How
wever, the edited
e
portio
on does not include the introductorry words of CEA
1a(47)(A
A), or the lan
nguage of the
t exclusion
n in CEA 11a(47)(B)(ii)). As a ressult, althouggh the
phrase iss accurately excerpted from
f
the stattute, the woords are takeen out of coontext and ddo not

36

Elsewhere in its rulem
makings, the Commission
C
staates the point ssomewhat diffferently, but too the same effeect. In
the recently
y-published Fiinal EVO Interrpretation, the Commission
C
sttates that “…ccommodity opttions are swapss, even
if physicallly settled…” See 80 Fed. Reg. 28240 (May 18, 20115). The Elecctric Associatioons again reqquested
reconsideraation of this Commission
C
intterpretation. See the commeent letter at FN
N 10. The Com
mmission has nnot yet
addressed the request fo
or reconsiderattion, and repub
blished that poortion of the F
Final EVO Intterpretation. S
See the
unchanged
d language at fo
ootnote 5. Instead of addresssing the requesst, the Commisssion added lannguage to footnnote 5,
pointing to
o this rulemakin
ng as a furtherr Commission effort
e
to providde relief for coommercial end--users. Such reelief is,
and contin
nues to be, welcome, but stilll does not resp
pond to the pennding request ffor reconsideraation of the Products
Release TO
O Interpretation
n.
37

Id. at 26209.

38

Id. at 26201.

39

See foottnote 4 to the Trade
T
Option NOPR.
N
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accurately reflect what DFA Section 721 says or the meaning of the definition of “swap” in CEA
1a(47) read as a whole.
CEA 1a (47), added to the CEA by DFA Section 721, provides in relevant part:
“1a (47) SWAP—
(A) IN GENERAL— Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the term “swap” means
any agreement, contract, or transaction—
(i) that is a put, call, cap, floor, collar, or similar option of any kind that is for
the purchase or sale, or based on the value, of 1 or more interest or other rates, currencies,
commodities, securities, instruments of indebtedness, indices, quantitative measures, or
other financial or economic interests or property of any kind;
(B) EXCLUSIONS.—The term “swap” does not include—…
(ii) any sale of a nonfinancial commodity or security for deferred shipment or
delivery, so long as the transaction is intended to be physically settled;”(emphasis
added)
The Commission’s focus only on the edited portion of CEA 1a(47)(A)(i), and then the
separate focus only on the first 13 words in CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii), has resulted in two incorrect and
inter-related legal conclusions: first, that all commodity options (including commodity trade
options) are “swaps” and, second, that Congress required the Commission to not only interpret
CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) in a manner consistent with the pre-Dodd-Frank Act “forward contract
exclusion” from Commission jurisdiction, but that the Commission is required to interpret CEA
1a(47)(B)(ii) as coextensive with (and subject to all the conditions in) the pre-Dodd-Frank Act
interpretations of the “forward contract exclusion.”
In order to reach this second legal conclusion, the Commission seems to have interpreted
the first 13 words of CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) as so similar to the words of the pre-Dodd-Frank Act
“forward contract exclusion,” that the rest of the words in CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) -- “so long as the
transaction is intended to be physically settled” – are either redundant or unnecessary. The
Electric Associations disagree, and instead view those words, taken in the context of CEA 1a(47)
as a whole, as the basis for the exclusion of transactions from the defined term “swap.”40
40

Both the Product Team and the CTO Team, and many commentators as well, refer to CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) as the
“forward exclusion” from the defined term “swap.” However, there is nothing in either the plain words of the
statute or the legislative history that suggests that Congress meant CEA 1a(47) to require repeal of the
Commission’s exemption for commodity trade options or, for that matter, the repeal of the exemption for certain
contracts involving energy products, 58 Fed. Reg. 21286 (April 20, 1993). Each of those interpretation decisions
was made by the Commission in the Products Release, as part of the Products Release TO Interpretation. The preDodd-Frank Act forward contract exclusion provided that "any sale of any cash commodity for deferred shipment
or delivery" w a s e x c l u d e d from the definition of "a contract of sale of a commodity for future delivery.”
In order to fulfill the Congressional intent that CEA 1a(47) be interpreted “consistent with” such pre-Dodd-Frank
Act precedent, the Commission could have issued a simple statement that the Commission did not intend to regulate
as “swaps” any sale or other agreement, contract or transaction (as distinguished from a “contract of sale”) involving
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In the Products Release, the Commission provides a limited explanation of why it
focused only on the single phrase in each of CEA 1a(47)(A)(i) and CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii), or how it
reached these two conclusions. The following passage in the Products Release also highlights the
Commission’s initial misunderstanding of the comments it received in both the Products Release
and Trade Option IFR dockets. The relevant language from the Products Release reads as
follows:
“The CFTC reaffirms that commodity options are swaps under the
statutory swap definition (emphasis added), and is not providing an
additional interpretation regarding commodity options in this
release. …Several commenters in response to the Proposing
Release argued that commodity options should not be regulated as
swaps. [Citing energy industry commenters.] In general, these
commenters believed that commodity options should qualify for
the forward exclusion from the swap definition, emphasizing the
similarities between commodity options and forward contracts on
nonfinancial commodities (emphasis added). The CFTC is not
providing an interpretation that commodity options qualify as
forward contracts in nonfinancial commodities.
Such an
approach would be contrary to the plain language of the statutory
swap definition, which explicitly provides that commodity options
are swaps. [FN again citing the language excerpted from CEA
1a(47)(A)(i)]. This approach also would be a departure from the
CFTC’s and its staff’s longstanding interpretation of the forward
exclusion with respect to “future delivery,” [FN 321, see below]
which the CFTC has determined above to apply to the forward
exclusion from the swap definition as well. [FN omitted]
FN 321 reads: “See 1985 CFTC OGC Interpretation, supra, note
245. In this regards, an option cannot be a forward under the
CFTC precedent, because under the terms of the contract, the
optionee has the right, but not the obligation, to make or take
delivery, while under a forward contract, both parties must have
binding delivery obligations; one to make delivery and the other to
take delivery.”
This section of the Products Release embodies the gap between footnote 6 of the Trade
Option IFR and the Product Release interpretation -- confusing what the Commission itself had

a nonfinancial (or “cash”) commodity, so long as the transaction was intended to be physically settled. The Electric
Associations acknowledge that Congress may have patterned the wording in CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) after the forward
contract exclusion from the CFTC’s futures jurisdiction. However, legislative history instructing the Commission to
interpret section 721 “consistent with” the forward contract exclusion from its pre-Dodd-Frank futures jurisdiction
does not require the Commission to concurrently assume that Congress intended the Commission to repeal the
commodity trade option exemption and the energy exemption, and to expand the Commission’s jurisdiction over
physically settled contracts (commodity trade options) by interpreting them as “swaps” under CEA 1a(47).
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and had not previously decided in its Dodd-Frank Act rulemakings.41 It also embodies the
Commission’s the initial misunderstanding of what the commenters were (and are) asking it to
determine in the Products Release. The commenters were not asking the Commission to provide
an interpretation that commodity options are forwards, or vice versa. The commenters were, and
are, asking the Commission to interpret the new statutory language in DFA Section 721 and CEA
1a(47), taken as a whole, to say that both forward contracts and commodity trade options are
transactions that are intended to be physically settled, and are therefore not “swaps.” The
commenters were, and are, asking the Commission to maintain the pre-Dodd-Frank Act market
delineation between transactions that are physically-settled and those that are, or are intended to
be by their terms, financially-settled.
The 1985 CFTC OGC Interpretation is also accurately cited in the Products Release, but
for a principle that is not directly relevant to the statutory language being interpreted. The 1985
CFTC OGC Interpretation distinguished commodity options from forward contracts, at a time
when forward contracts were excluded from the Commission’s jurisdiction, and commodity
options were subject to the Commission’s plenary jurisdiction, under CEA Section 2(a)(1)(A)
and 4c(b). Nothing in the Dodd-Frank Act changed that analysis or called the Commission’s
plenary jurisdiction over commodity options into question. The Commission still has plenary
jurisdiction over commodity options under CEA Section 2(a)(1)(A) and 4c(b).
The question before the Commission is whether Congress intended in DFA Section 721
to also give the Commission jurisdiction over all commodity options, including commodity trade
options, as “swaps.” As part of this analysis, the Commission must decide, not presume, whether
Congress intended it to repeal the long-standing exemption for commodity trade options, as
transactions that are intended to be physically settled. Put yet another way, the Commission is
asked to consider expressly whether Congress intended in DFA Section 721 for commodity trade
options, where the transaction is intended to be physically settled, to be “swaps,” or to be
excluded from the defined term “swap.”
The words of CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) are not limited to nonfinancial commodity forward
contracts (without embedded options or optionalities). The word “sale” does not, presumably,
exclude the word “purchase” as the opposite perspective on a bilateral transaction. CEA 1a(47),
when read as a whole, excludes from the defined term “swap” all nonfinancial commodity sales
(and arguably purchases and options as well), so long as in each case the transaction is intended
to be physically settled.42 The legislative history for CEA 1(a)(47)(B)(ii) indicates that Congress
intended that the Commission interpret the section in a manner “consistent with” the forward
41

As footnote 6 to the Trade Option IFR notes, the Commission had never finalized, or affirmed in the first instance,
its interpretation of DFA Section 721, so in the Products Release it could not have been “reaffirming” such a
determination or interpretation, that all commodity options (including commodity trade options) are “swaps.” Nor
was the Commission being asked to provide an “additional” interpretation that commodity trade options are forward
contracts. The single interpretation being requested is that commodity trade options are not “swaps.”

42

The Commission seems to focus its analysis of CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii) only on the similarity that the first 13 words
bear the words of the pre-Dodd-Frank Act forward contract exclusion – “sale” vs. “contract of sale,” with sale
viewed as an obligation, not an option, to deliver the physical commodity. But the remaining words of CEA
1a(47)(B)(ii) use the noun “transaction,” not “sale,” when the focus is on physical settlement, actual delivery and
receipt, and not financial- or cash-settlement.
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contract exclusion. Congress did not require the Commission to interpret the statutory exclusion
from “swap” in CEA 1(a)(47)(B)(ii) as necessarily coextensive with, or limited in scope by, the
pre-Dodd-Frank Act forward contract exclusion, as that exclusion is applied to futures contracts.
The speed and sequencing of the Commission’s initial Dodd-Frank Act rulemaking
process may have contributed to the Commission’s effort to provide relief under the Trade
Option IFR, rather than to analyze commodity trade options under DFA Section 721 and CEA
1a(47) taken as a whole. The CFTC’s Dodd-Frank Act rulemakings began in the fall of 2010.43
One Commission rulemaking team (the “Products Team”) worked with the SEC to “further
define” the new statutory term “swap” in DFA Section 721 and new CEA 1a(47). A second
Commission rulemaking team (the “CTO Team”), working concurrently but more expeditiously
than the joint agency Products Team, set about revising the Commission’s pre-Dodd-Frank Act
rules on commodity options, including commodity trade options.
At the time, the CTO Team’s efforts were based on the incorrect assumption, based on
the words of only CEA 1a(47)(A)(i) (see above) that DFA Section 721 and new CEA 1a(47)
required the Commission to treat all commodity options, including commodity trade options that
are intended to be physically settled, as “swaps.” The CTO Team assumed the repeal of Rule
32.4. Then, starting from that as yet untested premise, the CTO Team attempted to remedy the
negative effects of that untested premise by providing a new exemption for commodity trade
options – an exemption from the regulations governing “swaps.”44
Due to the parallel way in which the two dockets developed, the two Dodd-Frank Act
rulemakings use different words, and articulate somewhat different tests and conditions. One
analysis is drawn from the exclusion contained in the new statute itself, and focuses on
43

The NOPR Introduction mistakenly characterizes the Trade Option IFR as a step by the Commission to clarify its
jurisdiction over commodity trade options. Id. at 26201. In fact, the Commission first proposed in early 2011 to
substantially amend its existing rules applicable to commodity trade options on the assumption that all commodity
options, including commodity trade options, would be regulated as “swaps” under the Dodd-Frank Act revisions to
the CEA. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking “Trade Options and Agricultural Swaps,” 76 Fed. Reg. 6095 (February 3,
2011). After public comments pointed out the serious, negative impacts to commercial end-users of regulating
commodity trade options (intended to be physically settled) as “swaps,” the Commission published the Trade
Option IFR.
44

In the April 2012 Trade Option IFR, the Commission (guided by the CTO Team) was careful not to pre-judge the
fundamental definitional question to be addressed in the Products Release – whether all commodity options,
including commodity trade options that are intended to be physically settled, are “swaps.” See Footnote 6 to the
Trade Option IFR, which reads, in relevant part: “For purposes of this [Trade Option IFR], the commission uses
the term “commodity options” to apply solely to commodity options not excluded from the swap definition set
forth in CEA section 1a(47)(A). 7 U.S.C. 1a(47)(A)(emphasis added). As will be discussed in greater detail below,
the Commission is undertaking a definitions rulemaking in conjunction with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) to further define, among other things, the term “swap.” [Citation to the proposal underlying
the Products Release deleted] (“Product Definitions NPRM”). The final rule and interpretations that result from
the Product Definitions NPRM will address the determination of whether a commodity option or a transaction
with optionality is subject to the swap definition in the first instance (emphasis added). If a commodity option or a
transaction with optionality is excluded from the scope of the swap definition, as further defined by the Commission
and the SEC, the final rule and/or interim final rule adopted herein are not applicable.” In context, the regulatory
language – in particular footnote 6 of the Trade Option IFR -- shows that the Trade Option IFR was never intended
to provide a definitive interpretation that all commodity options are “swaps.” It was, in fact, only intended to relate
to commodity options that were not excluded from the definition of “swap” by the Products Release.
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“nonfinancial commodities” and concepts surrounding whether the “transaction is intended to be
physical settled.” The other analysis begins with the Commission’s pre-Dodd-Frank Act
precedent and, presuming that all commodity options are “swaps,” attempts to exempt
commodity trade options using language from pre-Dodd-Frank Act precedent interpreting Part
32.
The resulting regulatory structure is like a bridge between two states (“not swap” and
“swap”), with the traffic lanes going east to west that are built by teams speaking different
languages and one using metric and the other using U.S. standard measurements. Each team is
certain of the beginning and ending part of the span. But each team articulates the characteristics
of the middle three columns differently, and delineates where the true middle of the span is
located (the line between “non-swaps” and “swaps”) differently.
The bridge span looks like this:
Forward
Forward
Contracts with
Contracts
(intended to be Embedded
Options
or
physically
“Optionalities”
settled)
(but intended to
be
physically
settled)

Standalone
Commodity
trade
options
(intended to be
physically
settled)

Swaps
Commodity
options that are (financiallyintended to be settled)
financially settled

The Electric Associations respectfully request that the Commission further define, or
interpret, DFA Section 721 and CEA 1a(47) taken as a whole to mean that the three columns to
the left are excluded from the definition of “swap,” and the two columns on the right are
included in the defined term “swap.”
As Commissioner Bowen points out in her concurring statement on the current Trade
Option NOPR, this conclusion would be consistent with understandings in the pre-Dodd-Frank
Act nonfinancial (or “physical”) commodity marketplace. Commercial end-users in the
manufacturing, agricultural and energy industries keep stating a consistent view: commodity
trade options and nonfinancial commodity forward contracts are physical contracts, intended to
be physically settled, part of the physical or cash commodity markets, and therefore not
“swaps.”45 The Electric Associations respectfully point out that there is no reason to believe that
45

Commissioner Bowen’s concurring statements on both the recently-issued Final EVO Interpretation and to the
Trade Option NOPR also reflect the confusion about what the statute says and what Congress intended when it
directed that the Commission interpret DFA Section 721 and CEA 1a(47) “consistent with” the pre-Dodd-Frank Act
forward contract exclusion. In the Final EVO Interpretation concurrence, Commissioner Bowen expresses concerns
that the Commission “cannot make an option into a forward contract.” In her concurring statement on the Trade
Option NOPR, Commissioner Bowen proposes more and different tests in an attempt to clarify whether a transaction
is a forward or an option. Both these statements are focused on the line between the second and third columns
above, even though the new tests she proposes use different language and more undefined terms. The Electric
Associations urge the Commission to focus on the line between the third and fourth columns above - differentiating
transactions that are intended to be physically settled from those that are intended to be financially settled.
Transactions that are intended to be physically settled may have “optionality” or “variability” (contract terms that
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Congress intended to turn these marketplace understandings upside down, or that Congress
intended the Commission to repeal the jurisdictional distinction in Rule 32.4 between commodity
options that are intended to be financially settled and those that are intended to be physically
settled (commodity trade options).46
Although, in the Trade Option NOPR, the Commission states that it has considered and
responded to all relevant comments in prior rulemakings on this topic,47 the Commission has not
responded to the Electric Associations’ request for reconsideration. Thus, the Electric
Associations must again respectfully request that the Commission further define “swap” to
exclude commodity trade options, reconsider the Product Release TO Interpretation, or
alternatively, that the Commission explain the administrative procedure by which it will respond
to the request.
CEA 1a(47) provides that a commodity option is a “swap,” except if the nonfinancial
commodity transaction for deferred shipment or delivery is intended to be physically settled.
Whether the nonfinancial commodity transaction at issue is a forward contract without or with
“embedded optionality” or a “standalone” commodity trade option, if the transaction is intended
at inception to be physically settled, the transaction is excluded from the term “swap” for all
regulatory purposes by CEA 1a(47)(B)(ii).
The Electric Associations believe that the Commission should start and finish any
“further definition” or any interpretation of section 721 of the Dodd-Frank Act with the clear
language of the statute being interpreted – CEA 1a(47). The statute does not require the
Commission’s conclusion that “all commodity options are swaps, even if intended to be
physically settled.” If the transaction is intended to be physically settled, if indeed by its terms it
can only be physically settled and not financially settled, it is not a “swap.”
This interpretation would resolve many of the concerns that commercial end-users,
including the Electric Associations, have raised about the Commission’s current rules and
proposed rules for “swaps.” These include questions as to whether a commodity trade option
should be reported, or records retained under Part 45 or the remainder of the Commission’s rules
governing “swaps.” This interpretation would resolve the question of whether such a physically
settled transaction is subject to speculative position limits or whether a commodity trade options
is subject to margin and regulatory capital rules for non-cleared swaps. The appropriate answer
in each case is “no,” because a commodity trade option is not a “swap.”

have the appearance, or some characteristics, of options). Or indeed such transactions may be standalone options
(commodity trade options), that are intended to be physically settled. But they are not “swaps.” Transactions that
are intended to be financially settled, or that have the potential to be financially settled, including commodity
options, are “swaps.”
46

In the Trade Option NOPR, the Commission cites approvingly the Commission’s own long history of providing
special treatment to “trade options,” as physically delivered commodity options transacted by commercial users of
the commodities underlying the option. See Trade Option at FN6.

47

See, e.g., Trade Option NOPR at 26205 which states that “[i]n issuing this proposal the Commission has reviewed
all relevant comment letters and taken into account significant issues raised therein.”
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VII.

The
T Commisssion must consider
c
thee impact of its interpreetations of D
DFA Section
n 721
and CEA 1a
a(47) and itss trade optiion exemptiion, as welll as its deciision to grant or
deny
d
the req
quest for a CEA 4a(a
a)(7) exemp
ption from speculativee position llimits
48
ru
ules, on “ssmall entitiees,” inclu
uding the m
majority off NFP Electric Association
49
members
m
which
w
enter into commo
odity trade options in tthe ordinaryy course of their
physical enerrgy commodity business, and do not enter in
nto speculattive transacctions
or hold specu
ulative posittions

For the reasons explain
ned in the prior
p
NFP Electric Associations” comments, the
Commisssion must co
onsider the impact of itts Dodd-Fraank rulemakiings, individdually and iin the
aggregatee, on “smalll entities,” in
ncluding mo
ore than 25000 NFP Electtric Associaation membeers, as
well as th
he impact on
n “small enttities” of its decision(s) whether or nnot to grant or deny reqquests
for recon
nsideration of
o the Comm
mission’s intterpretation of DFA Secction 721 (C
CEA 1a(47)) and
request for
fo CEA 4a(aa)(7) exempttion(s).
VIII.

Conclusion
C

The
T Electric Associations
A
s appreciate the Commisssion’s propposal to reduuce the regullatory
burdens of its swap regulations
r
on commerccial entities that enter innto commoddity trade opttions.
d until the Commission
C
Howeverr, unless and
reconsiderss its interpreetation that commodity trade
options are
a “swaps,”” the Electriic Associatio
ons encouraage the Com
mmission to continue to limit
and/or elliminate the “swap” regu
ulatory requiirements appplicable to ccommodity trrade optionss, and
in particcular to foccus on redu
ucing regulaatory burdenns on comm
mercial endd-users (i.e. nonSD/MSPs) that are co
ounterparties to commod
dity trade opptions.
Please contacct the undersigned for mo
ore informattion or assisttance.
48

The Reegulatory Flexiibility Act, as amended by SBREFA
S
(colleectively, “SBR
REFA”), incorpporates by refference
the definitiion of “small entity” adopted by the Small Business
B
Admiinistration (thee “SBA”).
49

Using
U
the SBR
REFA criteria for small bussiness size reggulations, the vast majorityy of NRECA’’s 900
members meet
m the definiition of “small entity” (13 C.F
F.R. §121.201,, as modified eeffective Januaary 22, 2014. S
See 78
Fed. Reg. 77343
7
(Decem
mber 23, 2013)). Only three generation
g
and transmission ccooperatives would be expectted not
to meet thee definition. Most
M of APPA’’s more than 2,000 members also meet the definition of ““small entity.” In the
aggregate, the NFP Eleectric Entities constitute mo
ore than 25000 “small entitiies” that will be affected bby the
Commissio
on’s rulemakin
ngs, and that number does not consider “small entityy” commerciall end-users inn other
industries that will be swept into th
he Commission
n’s rules goveerning “swapss,” even if they use nonfinnancial
transaction
ns that are intended to be phy
ysically settled
d, such as com
mmodity trade ooptions used ““to hedge or m
mitigate
commerciaal risks.” At the same timee, the NFP Ellectric Associaations’ small entity memberrs are also “eeligible
contract paarticipants” un
nder CEA 1a(18). The Comm
mission cannott continue to iggnore its respoonsibilities undder the
RFA by repeatedly citing
g its own dated
d and unsupporrted assertion th
that “eligible coontract particippants” are not “small
entities,” without
w
respon
nding to the NFP Electric Associations’’ members. T
The case repeatedly cited bby the
Commissio
on contains no
o analysis as to
t why the Co
ommission maade such an asssertion, and pprovides no annalysis
applying th
he SBREFA crriteria to variou
us categories off entities in thee definition of “eligible contrract participantt.” In
some rulem
makings, the Commission
C
ack
knowledges that some numbeer of eligible ccontract particiipants may be ““small
entities,” but
b dismisses th
he NFP Electriic Associations’ request to c onduct the reqquired SBREFA
A analysis by saying
there are only
o
a few succh “small entitties,.” See, forr example, thee Trade Optionn IFR at 77 F
Fed. Reg. 253220 and
25335-253
336 (April 27, 2012). See, as
a well, the Trrade Option N
NOPR at 262066, where the C
Commission ciites its
inapplicablle precedent an
nd then disclaiims an ability to estimate noon-ECP small eentities that m
may be affectedd. The
NFP Electrric Association
ns respectfully submit that th
heir more than 22500 “small enntity” memberrs (most of whiich are
ECPs) deseerve the full reegulatory review
w afforded them by SBREFA
A.
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ATTACHMENT A - DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRIC ASSOCIATIONS
APPA is the national service organization representing the interests of governmentowned electric utilities in the United States. More than two thousand public power systems
provide over fifteen percent of all kilowatt-hour sales to ultimate electric customers. APPA’s
member utilities are not-for-profit utility systems that were created by state or local governments
to serve the public interest. Some government-owned electric utilities generate, transmit, and
sell power at wholesale and retail, while others purchase power and distribute it to retail
customers, and still others perform all or a combination of these functions. Government-owned
utilities are accountable to elected and/or appointed officials and, ultimately, the American
public. The focus of a government-owned electric utility is to provide reliable and safe
electricity service, keeping costs low and predictable for its customers, while practicing good
environmental stewardship.
EEI is the association of U.S. shareholder-owned electric companies. EEI’s members
serve 99 percent of the ultimate consumers in the shareholder-owned segment of the U.S.
electricity industry, and represent approximately 70 percent of the U.S. electric power industry.
EEI also has more than 65 international electric companies as Affiliate members, and more than
170 industry suppliers and related organizations as Associate members.
EPSA is the national trade association representing leading competitive power suppliers,
including generators and marketers. These suppliers, who account for nearly 40 percent of the
installed generating capacity in the United States, provide reliable and competitively priced
electricity from environmentally responsible facilities. EPSA seeks to bring the benefits of
competition to all power customers.
LPPC is an organization representing 26 of the largest government-owned electric
utilities in the nation. LPPC members own and operate over 86,000 megawatts of generation
capacity and nearly 35,000 circuit miles of high voltage transmission lines, representing nearly
90% of the transmission investment owned by non-Federal government-owned electric utilities
in the United States.
NRECA is the national service organization for more than 900 not-for-profit rural electric
utilities that provide electric energy to more than forty-two million people in forty-seven states or
twelve percent of electric customers. Kilowatt-hour sales by rural electric cooperatives account
for approximately eleven percent of all electric energy sold in the United States. Because an
electric cooperative’s electric service customers are also members of the cooperative, the
cooperative operates on a not-for-profit basis and all the costs of the cooperative are directly
borne by its consumer-members.
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